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cover : detail   “The Sleeping Queen Receives / L’antenna” 



“Although I practice yoga in a contemplative 
state before working, the act of creating 
collages from elements that call to me, places 
me in a meditative trancelike state.  Here, I feel 
one with the universe.  The artworks develop 
before me, like surrealist automatism, as I 
listen to faded, dreamy Chillwave, Glo-fi, 
Hypnogogic, vapor-wave sounds, Philip Glass 
or Hildegard von Bingen: Canticles of Ecstasy.  
I feel like an “antenna system,” as I surf the 
“wavebands” gathering images.       Energy 
Medicine training gave me an awareness of 
and sensitivity to human energy fields.  
Dissolving physical, emotional and spiritual 
energy blocks and opening the Chakra system, 
forges a connection with the overall Energy 
Field; creating a higher or different sense of 
perception.    While collage-making and 
drawing, I “travel” and live in the expanded 
world of energy work.   The boons are personal 
healing, entry to a New Earth and forthcoming 
submerged, weightless looking images.”
Joseph Campbell saw that within the psyches 
of today's artists are the seeds of tomorrow's 
mythologies.  Hopefully, the concoctions in the 
artists' s creations will reveal more pleasant 
horizons for human beings. 





L'antenna : The function 
of the receiver is to take 
the weak echoes from the 
antenna system, amplify 
them sufficiently, detect 
the pulse envelope, 
amplify the pulses, and 
feed them to the 
indicator. The receivers 
used in radars are capable 
of accepting weak echoes 
and increasing their 
amplitudes by a factor of 
20 or 30 million times. 
Since radar frequencies 
are not easily amplified, a 
super-heterodyne 
receiver changes the radio 
frequency to an 
intermediate frequency 
for amplification. 

My job is as a “prayer 
module”, attempting to 
join with universal 
energies, sending 
intentions into the 
Universe, the Great 
Mother for the greater 
good of all beings or for 
particular intentions.

Holy Card I
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3Earth, Air, Water, Space - Top of Diptych……Original mixed media painting





5Left page: Top and Bottom: “Earth, Air, Water, Space #2 & 3”                                                                                                                                          Right page: detail “Earth, Air, Water, Space #3”



L'antenna : “My job is as a “prayer module”, attempting to join with universal energies, sending intentions into the Universe, the Great Mother for the greater good of all beings 
or for particular intentions.” S.F. / Ruhama

11:3-4 God described as a mother. Its true, that the OT in Hebrew treats the Holy Spirit as feminine. Even in the NT, there are hints that it takes on a maternal role.
God: “Yet it was I who taught Ephraim to walk, I who took them up in my arms; but they did not know that I healed them…                                 
 Holy Cards IV and II
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 … I led them with cords of human kindness,  with bands of love. I was to them like those who lift infants to their cheeks. I bent down to them and fed them.
”The word spirit is feminine in Hebrew, masculine in Latin, and neutral in Greek, those three languages are called "The Three Sacred Languages". The Holy Spirit is the whole of 
God ('holy' etymologically comes from the word 'whole').
Male, female; left, right; up, down; inner, outer; etc. The Holy Spirit is all of it and is the unification of God, the Male, Female and Neutral aspects of life itself.
In divinity there is no gender. Holy Card I and III 
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8 Left page: Jardins Supernatural..Hydrangea et Jardin                                                                                                                                      Right page: Detail
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 “ All is well I am safe in my mother’s amniotic fluid, tucked comfortably under her heart. .. take me back.   In a fetal position, a 
cocoon of amniotic light enveloped me. 
The ways in which the cycles, rotations and movements of the planets and stars in the galaxy, the waxing and waning of the moon 
squeeze each of us is yet another womb experience. . . “   S.F.

“Dragonflies do frequently appear in my work. They predate dinosaurs, having lived on our planet for 325 million 
years. While their iridescence is stunning, they are my metaphor for the very old, reptilian, primitive portions of 
our brains, whose rigidity and compulsiveness have often led to our demise.  
Although, the Dalai Lama and Neuroscientists have concluded that our brains, which appear in my paintings, have 
neuroplasticity in response to meditation and experiences, our prior, epigenetic and a priori innate “programing” 
often override our conscious wishes.  We can evolve an upgrade.”
“I want to observe and stay open to Neuroplasticity and it’s potentials, through self examination and meditation.  We are like 
stacking dolls and tree rings, with the ever present dragonfly, a reminder of the ancient, the oldest more primitive brain in the 
core.  The primitive is still alive in us during the Aquarian Age as endless human patterns unfold through us, grab hold of us and 
move us. .”  S.F.





11Left:   Chartreuse Cocktail Diptych #1                                                                                                                        Right:   Chartreuse Cocktail Diptych #1 &  2    



12 Left:   Chartreuse Cocktail Diptych #2                                                                                         Right:  detail         Submerged Memories #2
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14 Left :    Earth, Air, Water Space #4                                                                                                                       Right:       Sea of Memories #2                                                                  







17Left: detail  “They Emerge Series 2a”                                                                                                                          Right: “They Emerge Series 2a, 2b, 2c”
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19Left: detail                                                                                                                                               Right:   Take me Back to the Rivers of Belief



Fetal positions continue to call.  I cling to, retract into them.  My memory is of being birthed into a room filled with 
some of my Mother’s fear, crying and natural childbirth’s pain. 
Whew > no choice but to blossom into that epigenetic field. Mommy, mommy, your amniotic fluid, like a float tank 
of collective unconscious potentialities, held and nurtured me.  It still does.  In so many dreams I still live in my 
parents home.  I am old and in the bedroom of my youth.  Take me back to the fluids of safety, the rivers of 
”Amniotic” belief.
                                                            
detail     Take me Back to the Rivers of Belief                                                                                       
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21They Emerge #3



22 Left: They Emerge 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Right: They Emerge 2





24 Left  : They Emerge #4                                                                                                                                 Right  : Dream of the Sabra





Friedman’s undergrad in architecture from Pratt Institute surfaces in these mixed media works; architectural sections of Greenhouses are 
glimpsed through layer upon layer of floating orchids, figures, seed pods and light orbs, all adrift in “A Sea of Memories”. 
~fragments, hieroglyphic memories, in a sea of consciousness. . . where we’ve been, sets of patterns. . . ours within the greater ocean. . .the 
Great grid, picking up the gestalt, our gestalt within the mobile where we are all connected, Sheldrakes swimming pool… We are adrift, yet 
claiming our piece of the Life Raft. . .our Dharma. . . within all that we share in the Great greenhouse of Humanity.  Like strands of DNA we’re 
coded the history, patterns and possibilities of our species.  I wish for a Messiah,  a shift in overall consciousness that allows planetary 
civilization to go on in some familiar form, without pain, understanding, even celebrating each others differences in this sea of 

humanity. . .this Sea of Memories that come from the future as well as the past. . .                                                                                                                         
Left: Sea of Memories                                                                                                                                                                            Right: detail
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Millimeter wave, which is also known as extremely high frequency (EHF)  or very high frequency (VHF) by the International 
Telecommunications Union (ITU), can be used for high-speed wireless broadband communications. Millimeter wave is an undeveloped band 
of spectrum that can be used in a broad range of products and services like high speed, point-to-point wireless local area network (WLANs) 
and broadband access. In telecommunications, millimeter wave is used for a variety of services on mobile and wireless networks, as it allows 
for higher data rates up to 10 Gbps.
Although 5G, the fifth-generation wireless standard, is not scheduled for launch until 2020, some manufacturers are already ... 

Left: The Sleeping Queen Receives / L’Antenna                                                                                                                      Right: detail        
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http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/5G


30 Left:  Waking dreams / Conjunctio Mandala - Image for Transformation                                                    Right:  Waking Dream of My  Daughter in a Rain Forest
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 The house recalled a certain 40’s era with it’s deep forest green and cream speckled 
linoleum floor tiles, ornate wooden inlaid bureaus and dressing tables, floral print 
wallpaper and curtains in the upstairs bedrooms.  The basement smelled musty and 
was full of treasures.
The crowning glory of our trip was to stroll through Grandpa Med’s backyard garden.  
The garden was the Beaudoin’s entire backyard, with the exception of a paved path 
down the center.  Grandpa took so much pride in describing every flower and their 
care.  My favorites were always those small, deep-dark-purple pansies that grew 
closest to the edges because of their low height.  They were backed by zinnias, sweet 
alyssum, and daisies.  These were flanked from behind, near the encompassing side 
fences by tall glads, iris, hollyhocks and snowball bushes- perhaps hydrangeas.

Being only five or six years old, I felt that I was in a huge and magnificent 
wonderland.  All was joy and joyful in Grandpa’s garden.  I walked down the center 
path with, and was in awe of, my Grandpa.  When we reached the end of the path, the 
very best part was waiting; Grandpa Med’s raspberry bushes, growing wildly against 
the end walls.  This glorious garden had been embedded in my mind’s eye for years.  
My mother’s 80th birthday seemed that moment in my time as an artist, to create an 
image of Amédeé’s Garden for her.

Left: Jardin a Grand-Père Amédeé                                                                                   Right: Details

JARDIN a Grand-Père Amédeé  / Once Upon a Time:  

The drive up to Escanaba, Michigan from Milwaukee, Wisconsin seemed endless 
when we were children.

The excitement upon our arrival was wondrous.  Grandma Marie and Grandpa 
Amédeé greeted us with open arms as we ran up the porch steps. We scampered 
across the creaky linoleum tiled floors into the kitchen. Conversations between our 
elders were interspersed with French Canadian, many hand gestures, kissing and 
hugging.  
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35Left: Dr Deepak Chopra receiving Dawning of the Age#2, New York Open Center Gala Dec 2016                                                               Right: Dawning of the Age #2, private home





37Left: They Emerge 2                                                                                                                                                                            Right:  They Emerge 1, private residence, NYC



38 Sea of Memories, in residence  Belvedere, California.



Show at Rebecca’s in Greenwich CT 2016
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Agora Gallery show 2017, Chelsea, New York City
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ART EXPO [SOLO]
April 2017

Pier 94, New York City
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Sheree 
   • is a working artist and writer, with a Bachelors Of Architecture degree from Pratt 
Institute. 
   • has studied Fine Art , Graphic Design  and Photography at Layton School of Art 
and Design (MIAD); painting at the University of Wisconsin with Tom Uttech; and 
Screenwriting at L.A. Screenwriters Summits.
   • is currently writing several screenplays and a teleplay rewrite for a TV series- 
Lightworkers, inspired by her energy healing work in an integrative hospital.
   • is working on a a docu-series for TV on Energy Medicine entitled- Let the 
Healing Begin.
   • has studied Montessori Educational Philosophy, Jungian Depth Psychology, 
Spiral Dynamics for Human Emergence and Global Transformation, Pendulum 
Dowsing and Constellation Circles.  
   •  is a graduate of Healing Touch Energy Medicine Level 3, the Hoffman process, 
EFT / Emotional Freedom Technique Level 1, QI Healing Qigong certification with 
Grand Master T.K. Shih, OMD L.Ac. from Shanghai, Doula Tools and Techniques 
Integrative Thanatology course Level 1.
   • is a member of Emily’s List and a board member of the New York Open Center 
for premier holistic learning, 
   • is a Prayer Warrior with St. Dominic’s Prayer Group.  When she receives a prayer 
request, she sends an intention into the Oneness for that person’s greater good 
and healing. 
   • is a member and advocate of PEN International and the New Whitney Museum 
of American Art
   • is the president of S S Spirit LLC, which purveys her fine art, architectural ideas 
and scripts for film, video and TV.
  

Sheree and her husband, Jerry, are residents of New York City.   
Their daughter, Sarah, her husband Paul and their daughter, 
Ora, live in Brooklyn.   Jerry’s daughter Rachael and his son 
Dan live with their families in Berkeley Ca.
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Artist Process / Mixed Media Works 

1. I construct small layered collages of : 
drawn images, magazine clippings, 
acetate, old photos, architectural 
drawings, dried plants, sand, etc. - layers 
of many memories and things.
2. I reproduce & enlarge this collage on my 
printer.
3. I rework this image with pencils, acrylic 
and oil paint, more layers of acetate, tissue 
and graph paper, etc.
4. This final collage is further enlarged and 
reproduced on a cutting edge new version 
of fine art High Definition photographic 
paper that captures every detail and 
texture.
5. This final print, considered the original, 
is coated with resin and pressed between 
rigid backing and matte U.V. plexi to 
further enhance a sense of depth - Sheree's 
signature esthetic - metaphorical images 
viewed as though within the ocean's 
depths.



A layering of techniques coupled with the use of the newest High Definition print 
techniques, amplify the sensation of depth desired for Sheree's signature esthetic. The art 
simmers from her "within”; which is the farthest-most reach of our inter-galactic womb-
space.  
“While collage-making and drawing, I seem to automatically enter the expanded senses of 
energy “streaming.” I feel like a space cowgirl, an explorer; making images that seem 
beyond real.  Perhaps they’ll hold some universal healing energies and provide impetus to 
explore new horizons.” 
S.F. / Ruhama
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